Books or TV

If you have just spent hundreds of dollars on a new Austar box or on a new TV, well I’m sorry, because you could have spent hundreds less on books and I’m about to convince you that books are better than TV.

My first reason is that when watching TV, there are ads on and they’re advertising food or clothing to make sure you spend more money.

Next, when you’re reading books it gives an educational purpose. Because you could learn new vocabulary and it teaches you how to read. Everyone must learn to read in order to succeed in life— it is vital.

Lastly I’d like to say that reading a book is more economical for consumers and if you borrowed a book from a local library it would cost you nothing But if you watched TV then you would have to pay money on your electricity bill.

As you can see I firmly believe that books are better than TV and I’m sure that you too now believe me, turn off the TV and grab a book.